MEMO
ATTENTION: Facility Executives
Architects and Engineers
Risk Management
Environmental Health and Safety
Long Range Planners
To Whom it May Concern:
If you’re reading this, you must be a person who has authority over many facets of facility
management. Below is a recap of Infrared Concepts Corporation’s (ICC) services and how seeing
inside roofs and walls with patented military technology is changing minds and reallocating dollars
throughout the United States.
◘ Prioritize roofs from worst to best—Broward Schools (4 year client/100 schools
inspected)
◘ Find and fix leaks the first time—University of Florida (5 year baseline client)
◘ New building commissioning—Florida A&M University (5 year baseline client)
◘ Indoor air quality—Ft. Lauderdale International Airport (4 year client)
◘ Energy conservation—Florida State University independent energy audit (7 year
baseline client, asserting 1,000% ROI.)
◘ Risk management/Insurance/FEMA—Orlando International Airport ( 5 year client)
Sustainability has become the by-word of the decade and obviously, keeping moisture out of roofs
and walls will lead to maximum life and environmental accountability. Throughout the southeast,
roof life averages 15 years. Extending roof life to 20 or 25 years can only be achieved by keeping
roofs dry. On 1 million square feet of roofing would you prefer to spend the $12—$15 million dollars
every 15, 20 or 25 years? Obviously, no one wants to spend millions of dollars more frequently than
absolutely necessary.
Roof replacement decisions based upon physical inspection or age and leak reports have been proven
completely inadequate by ICC’s service. You can’t judge a book or a roof by its cover. ICC gives
you the inside story, enabling you to make the best and most cost-effective decisions. Replacing
only ONE roof (100k sq ft) costs over one million dollars, replacing roofs needlessly does not
contribute to a healthy bottom-line. See the enclosed outline from Broward Schools indicating a
$6+ million dollar reallocation on 30 schools scheduled for replacement.
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As noted, ICC has provided campus-wide, baseline studies for FSU, FAMU and UF for the
past 5—7 years, with noteworthy results. FSU’s Tom Shewan, P.E., asserts a 1,000 percent ROI
on every dollar paid to ICC and an accuracy exceeding 95%; other clients assert 100% accuracy.
I’d like to call your attention to remarks made by FAMU’s Kendall Jones regarding the
commissioning of new roofs. Kendall says that ICC’s reports are “Good as Gold” in ensuring dry
roofs and holding contractors accountable. Commissioning is a strong policy that pays off for
longevity of roof assets. Conversely, nationwide statistics say new roofs often begin leaking within
the first one or two years. The building takes in water from the very beginning because of
contractor errors, however, that moisture doesn’t infiltrate the interior for quite some time.
Although we have good relationships with many roof consultants, many of our clients will tell
you that ICC frequently reduces the consultant’s scope of work and therefore roof consultants do
not recommend independent analyses. It is for this reason that all of our clients work directly with
ICC and then turn the diagnostic intelligence over to the roof consultant for verification and action.
Pivotal question: Who should be responsible for roof replacement decisions? (1) You, the owner’s
agent; (2) Employees frustrated with their inability to solve problems they cannot see; or (3) Third
parties with vested interests?
Obviously, ICC and our 100+ government and commercial clients believe that each facility or entity
should control this personally. ICC does not have a vested interest in the outcome of your reports.
ICC believes that without this baseline diagnostic intelligence some clients are participating in a
multi-million dollar guessing game with third parties collecting the benefits.
If you have not done so, please contact us for an on-site, one-hour CEU presentation to your
executive staff to better understand the exciting benefits of this patented technology.

Industry Leading Products &
Services

Sincerely,


Valerie B. Patterson, President, MBE,
CEU






Portrait quality data collection via
helicopter—applicable to both nondestructive testing, surveying and
other mapping purposes.
Military grade infrared cameras
Digital image enhancement of raw
infrared data
Patented infrared moisture
detection process
Direct output aerial scaling
Rooftop/campus Spatial AutoCAD
mapping
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“Infrared Concepts is the first step in a logical
sequence of diagnosis, planning, implementing
and maintaining a cost-effective sustainability
program. In the not too distant future, I believe
their patented intelligence will be the industry
standard for all engineering, facility
management and construction professionals.”

Over 100 governmental
and commercial clients
are using Infrared
Concepts Corporation
to see inside their
buildings to determine
real problems versus
best guesses, and to
develop targeted
strategies for repair.
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Unnecessary Roof
Replacements
Roofs are replaced for the following reasons: (1) Need; (2) Failed
attempts to resolve chronic leaking; or (3) Vested Interests.
Regardless of the reason, premature roof replacements waste
time and money needed elsewhere. If the internal condition of
the roof cannot be seen, an accurate condition assessment cannot
be made.

“Prior to receiving ICC’s intelligence, our
roof consultant recommended a total roof
replacement, as a top priority. This
recommendation has proven false. The
health and safety of our patients is of
paramount concern to us. Equally
important is sound fiscal management that
will allow us to achieve our healthcare
system’s mission goals. To that end, we
Millions of dollars employed the services of Infrared Concepts
Corporation. Using their patented
are wasted when
intelligence resulted in our reallocating a
totally replacing
total of $250,000. To sum it up, the patented
roofs that can be intelligence of ICC is nothing short of a
restored by spot
financial and environmental gold mine for
or sectional
us. From a financial standpoint, their
repairs.
intelligence actually allowed us to find
money we didn’t know we had.”
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Reduce the Scope of
Planned Roof
Replacements
If a site has 1 million square feet of roofing, this equals
a $15,000,000 dollar asset. Roofs are regularly
replaced every 15 years when manufacturers provide a
“In the 6 consecutive years
materials warranty of 20-25 years. Replacing roofs on
ICC has performed campusa 20 year cycle gives clients millions of dollars of found
wide surveys for FSU, we can
money. The only way to extend life is to keep roofs
easily assess an ROI of $1,000
dry.

for every dollar we have paid
to ICC.”

Nationally roofs are replaced every 12-15 years. Based
on a 15 year roof life, one-third of roof inventories
should be replaced every 5 years. If budget constraints
have not accommodated this roof replacement
schedule, it is likely that a bubble of roof replacements
is imminent.
If a 100,000 square foot roof was scheduled for
replacement, would you spend $4,000 to determine the
practicality of repair versus the replacement cost of
$1.5 Million? This would require an investment in
ICC’s patented report based on volume purchase
pricing.
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Risk Management,
Punitive Damages &
insurance Recovery
Ensure your organization takes due care with a documented leak
management strategy such as that offered by Infrared Concepts
Corporation. By documenting pre-existing conditions prior to
storm damage you can maximize settlements for content damage
and FEMA awards, avoid closed buildings, minimize lost
productivity and mitigate punitive awards for slips and falls.
Many safety and security issues involving workmen up on
rooftops are limited by the high tech aerial approach offered by
ICC to identify roof moisture.

“Roof Collapse , $30—$60
Million in Simulators Lost”
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Surgical/Sectional
Repairs vs. Total Roof
Replacement

The U.S. Dept. of Energy asserts that 95% of all roof replacements
are unnecessary. Most roofs degrade by section due to materials,
design or construction defects, maintenance, weather conditions, etc.
Budgets can be allocated to most urgent needs by identifying what
sections can be preserved and replacing only those that are at the end
of useful life.
If a client has 5—10 million square feet of roofing, the mission is to
protect this $75,000,000 to $150,000,000 dollar asset.

“Using the patented intelligence of
Infrared Concepts Corporation has
proven to be a wise and dynamic
initiative for addressing our facility
maintenance needs. Most importantly,
we were able to avoid roof replacement
which resulted in a savings of over
$348,000. Our Atlantic City property
is one of our most valued assets and
the ICC report is a critical tool in
helping us manage our facilities. We
run a hotel and casino, but our facility
is not an asset we choose to gamble on.
Infrared Concepts Corporation turned
a luck-of-the-draw scenario into a sure
-win…To quote the man at the helm
of our efforts—You’re Hired!”

Next Page —>
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Reduce Energy
Waste
Wet insulation reduces thermal efficiency by almost 50% or is equal to having an
open door on the roof.
Florida State University conducted an independent energy audit on a single-metered
25,000 sq ft building. Replacing the wet insulation resulted in a savings of $10,000 a
year on that one building alone.

“Evaluating a single-metered
building, we determined an
energy savings of almost
$10,000 on only one 25,000
square foot building by
removing wet insulation.”
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Avoid Indoor Air
Quality Problems
Building envelopes that allow moisture infiltration are a cause for
mold and mildew. Mitigate this major cause of closed buildings and
litigation surrounding the issues of poor IAQ. Issues of IAQ are
becoming the asbestos of the decade. Knowing where to look is the
all important ingredient in resolving IAQ abatement issues.

“Infrared Concepts pinpointed
water intrusion in a single wall that
could have escalated into an indoor
air quality problem. We tried and
could not find the source of the
problem until we got the ICC
report.”
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Hold Contractors
Accountable
Hold contractors, roof consultants, etc. accountable for the work done and advice given.
Use ICC to commission new roofs or for inspecting roofs planned for replacement. Many
new roofs are delivered wet; many roofs recommended for roof replacement are eligible for
surgical or sectional repair with many years of useful life remaining.

“The ICC reports are as GOOD as
GOLD! They helped me identify
moisture in a brand new roof and
when confronted with the intelligence,
our contractor was happy to fix it.
Problem solved!”
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Building Envelope
Studies
Whether old or new as the samples below reveal, building envelope
studies for both roof and wall moisture hold the key to remediation
and sustainability.

“We used ICC for one of our largest clients, the State of Kansas Government
on the Landon State Office Building. ICC’s computer-based analysis sets a
new industry standard as the essential first step in non-destructive testing or
ascertaining the true structural condition of building envelopes. We were
able to target sections and spot repair sites rather than assume an entire area
was compromised...In summary, I was greatly impressed by the quantum
leap forward in infrared technology that ICC demonstrated and the fact that
their accuracy was verifiable...no other form of infrared moisture detection
compares to this indispensable tool.”

“I am recommending ICC be used in
our facilities nationwide.”

Next Page —>
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Our Clients
Infrared Concepts Corporation has over 100 governmental and
commercial clients. From colleges and universities to office buildings
and entertainment venues, our clients enjoy a level of savings that
can only be experienced through the use of our patented service. ICC
allows them to develop targeted strategies for building sustainability
by letting them see the actual conditions of their roofs and walls.

“University of Florida has been a client of Infrared
Concepts for four years. UF used ICC’s campuswide studies to avoid total roof replacements in
favor of repairs. Our maintenance team takes the
reports with them when they go up on the roof to
make repairs.”
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Site/Roof AutoCAD
& Patented Report
Samples
“Infrared Concepts Corporation’s patented infrared intelligence
proved its value during the attraction-wide survey. The results
of that study were impressive to say the least. Infrared
Concepts, without question, offers a cutting-edge approach to
roof and wall assessment. Finding the true condition of our roof
inventory put the decision-making power back in our hands
based on real data. This approach is preferable to accepting the
best guesses of roofing repair companies or consultants with a
vested interest in finding costly problems. That component
alone makes Infrared Concepts worth every penny.”
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Autocad Site & Roof Plans
Infrared Concepts Corporation prepares scaled AutoCAD
campus site plans and linked AutoCAD individual building
roof plans as a byproduct of its patented IR2k service. All
scaling is done without the necessity of the client providing
All information and
technology that Infrared measurements of each structure.

Concepts Corporation
provides is useful for
enabling managers, in the
areas of short/long term
budget forecasting, risk
management, energy
management, waste
management, facility
management & planning,
new construction,
warranty management
and IAQ forensic analysis,
to visualize the scope of
problems and prepare
appropriate remediation
strategies.

The value of a Campus Site plan is the ability to extract
measurements and areas to support short and long range
planning. Included are individual data layers of the
permanent and temporary buildings, roads, parking,
sidewalks and recreational areas. Each layer can be turned
on or off and maybe altered.
A scale and North indicator are provided to make prints
fully functional.
Individual building, roof-top AutoCAD reports can be
prepared from the scaled IR2k reports. These reports
include individual data layers of the roof top, equipment,
drains and suspect moisture areas. Each layer can be
turned on or off and may be altered.
Each report includes an analysis of the square footage of
the roof top, the square footage of the suspect moisture
areas and the percentage of the areas indicative of moisture
to the total roof area.
A scale and North indicator are provided to make prints
fully functional.

Model Space
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ICC’s patented reports
are more than just a
collection of digits or
data. They are a vital
piece of intelligence
that allow our clients
to make decisions
based on facts rather
than what is imagined.
Our approach allows
for savings/
reallocation of
hundreds of
thousands to millions
of dollars annually.
Paper Space

Oklahoma City University has
graciously provided us permission to
share these graphic images, along
with the imagery on the attached CD.
All images are for your evaluation of
our AutoCAD service only and are
the confidential and proprietary
property of OCU.
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Handheld Walkover
vs Infrared2K
A detailed comparison follows this page.

“I have spent many years at a Fortune 500 company
using hand-held, walkover infrared. I have long
been convinced that infrared is the only technology
that should be used as a pre-screening tool. After
using your technology for 4 years at UWF, I must
say the patented process that Infrared Concepts uses
is heads above any non-destructive testing process I
have seen in my career. Your service has set a new
standard for infrared technology with a level of
accuracy that was not previously available. I truly
believe the Infrared2k process should be the
foundation or starting point upon which all roofing
repair/replacements are made.”
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Corporate Profile
Corporate Profile:
Infrared Concepts Corporation (ICC) is an aerial surveying and mapping company that
specializes in non-destructive testing of building envelopes. An industry leader since its
inception in 1999, ICC maintains a firm commitment to advancing the science of aerial
surveying, mapping and non-destructive infrared testing. Infrared Concepts Corporation
serves building owners/agents in both government and private sectors covering the
following areas:
ICC is a Florida based company exclusively offering the processes defined in U.S. Patent
#5,818,951. This patent defines and delineates a unique process for the location of submembrane and sub-surface moisture penetration within commercial/government buildings.
This particular process carries the trademarked name of Infrared2k™. Infrared Concepts
Corporation also closely holds two trade secret processes, one for direct output scaling of a
building’s roof or an entire campus of buildings. The second trade secret involves the direct
output and scaled mapping of a building’s roof into AutoCAD or the Geo-Spatial AutoCAD
mapping of an entire campus.
ICC has over 100 clients. By utilizing our patented and trade secret processes, Infrared
Concepts Corporation offers a unique variety of services and products to building owners,
architects, engineers and facilities staff. The ICC operations staff possesses a combined 50+
years of non-destructive testing and aerial mapping experience. Infrared Concepts
Corporation strategic blend of patented and unique, industry leading services constitute the
4th generation of non-destructive testing for building envelopes.











Facilities Planning: CI Budget
Risk Management
New Building Commissioning
Facilities Management
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Energy Conservation
Indoor Air Quality Assessments
Due-diligence Assessments
Structural Assessments

Industry Leading Products & Services








Portrait quality data collection via
helicopter—applicable to both nondestructive testing, surveying and other
mapping purposes.
Military grade infrared cameras
Digital image enhancement of raw infrared
data
Patented infrared moisture detection
process
Direct output aerial scaling
Rooftop/campus Spatial AutoCAD mapping
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“By relying on the
Infrared2K intelligence
instead of roof age and
leak reports, we avoided an
unnecessary roof
replacement and
reallocated more than
$1,400,000 to more urgent
needs on just two
buildings.”

